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stABRACADABRA = ARbDk ARbA (Aramaic for “I will create as spoken”)  

 (noted by LorenNaomiGoldbergMitchell in Cleveland) 
ADoRn = RYDA 

ADORn = RWDH 

AncIENT = ITYA (meaning “ancient” as in: 

2:14:27 WNTYAL RQB  TWNPL OYH B$YW  and Yirmiah 5:15 (AWH OLWEM YWG AWH ITYA YWG 

agony = IWGY 

Aha = HHA (MalachimB perek 5) 

aint, un = IYA 

air = RYWA 

albino, albumen (egg white) = IBL 

ALong with = LE 

AMI (friend in French) = TYME (11 times in Vayikra) 
ANswer, ANnounce = IE 

antiCiPate  = HPC 

antique = QYTE 
aCQuiRe (as in buy) = HRk (buy, as in Dvarim 2:6 OTAM WRKt OYM) 

ArM = HMA 

ashamed = O$A (guilty in Hebrew) 

AROZ/cookARUZa (corn in Spanish/Russian) = ZRWA (corn in Hebrew) 

ARRANGe = KRA 

ASSemBle = FSA 

au (about in Russian ) = xA (about in Aramaic ) 

AWesome = OlYA 

AURa = HRWA, RWA 

bain (French for bath) = bania (Russian for schvitz)= YNb Yb 
(MesechesMegila 6b 2 lines above the Mishna) 

ballistic = TWARUSYLB (in Gemara) 

BaLsaM = OSB 

BaSHful = $WB 

BeTon = TYB 

biZaRRe = RZ 

bizarre = RZ or RZWM 

BOOR = RxExb 

booty = Zgb 

bore (dig a pit) = Rlb  (pit) 

BReaK = QRP 

BUBBle, BULBOUs = in Hebrew ToEbEbA (2/9/10) 

BUBO, BUBOnic(gland swelling) = ToEbEbA (2/9/10) 

BALL, BULBOUs = in Aramaic Lgb SgbLgb (per Jastrow 

dictionary) 

BUCKle = EQb (something straight becoming creased by compression, 

e.g., MlachimA 1:40)  (noticed by my son Eli Rose in Cleveland) 
BuRn, FURNace = REB, YNRWP (Pesachim 31b; Kedushin 32a, 

Baitza 34a)  
cameo = EYMQ 

CABAL = LxBxQ (Mlachim B 15:10) 

CasTeGateR = RWGUQ (in Pirkai Avos) 

CaNoPy = FNK 

CaPe = FYK (Aramaic in Unklus) 

CaPTure = $Bk 

CARD = ATURWQ ATYURk (MesechesGittin69a 19th line, YerushKsubos57a-b) 

CarToN IWTYQ  (Meseches Baitza 22a, line 5) 

CAVe CAVity CAVern = Wxk (Baitza 36a last line, exit-cavity of beehive) 

CiNaMMiN = IMNQ (2:30:23) 

CiRCle, CiRCumference  = BokRk (as in Shmos 27:5 & 38:4) 
CLOaK  = QWLX  
CoLLect  = ULWQ, UQL 

como (“like” in Spanish) = WMK 

cover (Spanish cobrir; Latin cooprire) = RpK, TRpK 

cover up (as to be forgiven) = RPoK 

CONtainer = IWNQ (Meseches Baitzah 13b) 

CoPT (ancient Egypt)= RWTPK 

CORe  = RWQM 

CoRNer = IRQ 

CoTToN, shirt TNTK 

CouPLe  (as in double) = LWPK 

CRAB = BRQE 

CRACK = QRX 

CREvice (CREuser is French for dig) = HRk “RWCH TRQN” 

CRyo (as in fridgid) = RQ  

CRy (as in call out loudly) = ARQ 

CUP = Fxk (as in  TRUQ HALM. . . FK 4:07:14)  

CZAR, SIRE, Sir = R$ 

DaDya & TyoTya (uncle & aunt in Russian) = DlD 

DangLe = LDLD 
DaRoGa (way in Russian) = VRD 

de (French for “of”) = D (Aramaic for “of”) 

DiReCtion = VRD (in Ezekiel "VRD IWPC" "OYDQ IWPC") 

DEEM in English = dum (Russian) = MD (as in YTYMD)  

dePaRT =  RUP 

dice CUBes =  HYbuQ (Aramaic) 

DOcTrine, DOTrinna(Italian) = TD 

DoNate, donner (give in French) = IT 

DOOM = OWHT 

DoRM = DReam = ODRN 

DraGoN = IWGD (per Rashi which decribes it as a fish-like idol)  

DRIP, DRoP(of liquid) = HPYU  

DuMb (quiet) = OD 

DENGY (money in Russian) = YQND (money in Aramaic, in 

Meseches RoshHashah 26b, 5th line from bottom) 
DwinDLe = LDLD (Meseches Sota 49a bottom)  

endives = YBDNYH (Pesachim 39a) 

entombed = IgMt 

ePiPHaNy = XNEP 
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ETerNal = ImTYaA 

ellBOGEN (German for elbow, Russians replacing G with H) = IeHob 

EVIL = LeWmE 

eye = IYE 

fall = LP (LPN) 

FiNiCKy = QNgPM 

FOR (VOOR in Dutch) = RgBE 

FRuit = YRP 

FURNace = YNRWP (Pesachim 31b; Kedushin 32a, Baitza 34a) 

GardeN = IG 

GaLA (merriment in English & Latin) = HLYG (merriment in Hebrew) 

GASa (thief in Italian) = ILZG (thief in Hebrew) 

GeoMeTrY = AYRUMG (in Pirkai Avos) 

GleBellar = XBG 

GOBlet (GOBel in old French) = EYBG 

GRADe (scrape off top layer) GRATe= DRG 

GRaIN = IRWG(grainery)  IYERG(seed) 

GRiSt = seReG (as in 3:2:14) 

simlarly: CouRSe KeRNeL = LMRk seReG (as in 3:2:14) 

guZZLe (definition: to drink greedily & frequently) = LLWZ  

GyPSum = SYSpG 

HARM = ExRmH(harm)   OxRmX(destroy)  

horn, cuerno (horn in Spanish), corn (horn in Latin as in “unicorn”) = IRQ 

HOLLow = LWLX 

HURRy = YRHM 

HUSH = SH (as in OEH TA BLK SH) 

HuSH = W$XH (what Alisha said in MalachimB perek 2) 

iMMEDiate = DYM 

i (prefix “not”) = YA (not, as in YQN YA in Joeb) 

in PaRTticular= URPB 

in-BeTweeN= OYTNB 

iNCITe = TYSM 
interPReT = RTP 

isle = YA 

ITI (Russian go) = ATA, HTA (go in Hebrew & Aramaic)  

KaK (Russian for “as” = k (Hebrew prefix for “as”) 

kadka (pitcher in Russian)= Dk  

khan, kahoona = IHk 

kid = YDG 

krosni (red in Russian) = QRs (red in Aramaic) 

LaD = DLY 
LAP (to wrap) = FPL (Aramaic for “wrap”) 

LeG= LGR 

LiCK = VXL = lakak (lick in Russian) 

LITRE = ARUYL (Meseches Ta’anis; MesechesBaitsah 3b) 

MaSTIC = QTSWM (coated with mastic tree shellac; Baitza 33b) 

MATRON (woman heading an institution) = ATYNWRUM (in MesechesRoshHashana 19a) 

Mayhem = HMWHM 

METE (old English for measure), METric = HDM 

META = MEZZO(middle in Italian) = AEYCM(Aramaic) 

     TARSal (foot’s tread bone) = SRD (tread) 

     METATARSal (middle bone in foot) = SRD AEYCM  

MIRRor pronounced “MIRAH” by Brooklyners  

 = HARM (mirrors in the Mishkan’s kior)  

 (noted by LorenNaomiGoldbergMitchell in Cleveland) 
mort (dead in both English, French & Russian) = TWM 

mort = TWM 

mush = $M 

myrrh = RWM 

NeFT (Russian for “petroleum”) = UPN 

no = AoL 

NOD = DaNDxNM 

NOMAD = DNW EN (which Sfardim pronounce “nowunad”) 

now = AN 
NO & ON are oppositely-spelled  

 = AL & LA (meaning no & on) are oppositely-spelled 

 (noticed by my son Eli Rose in Cleveland) 
ootra (morning in Russian) = AtRWA 

over =  RBE 

oCCuR =  (Hebrew) HRQ, (Aramatic) YRQYA 

ORGanize = KRA 

PACify, PEACe = SYYP (pacify in Aramaic) 

PaRaGraph, break = QRp 

PaRSe = SRp 

PaCe = HSRp (foot & hoof in Hebrew as in Torah 2:10:26) 

PaRT = URp 

PARTicular = URP 

PASHA = HXp 

PeeL = LCYp 

PePPer = LpLp (Meseches Baitza, 23a) 

PiCKeD= DQp  

PoL (Russian for half) = AGLP (Aramaic for half) 

PoLUTe POLLUTion = TLWSp ULWp 

POMP, PUBLIc = YBMWp 

PorTiCo = XxTep 

POT = AYTp 

POUR= RgBEb 

PRIZE = SRp 

pSoRiaSiS = TERC 

PYRe, PYRo = REb 

PyTHoN = ITP 
QuaRRy = HRk (excavate rock, as in Braishit 29:25 “dug a well” 

QUIL = SWMLWQ (quil for writing) 
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RAM = OAR 

RaVen = BRE 

RaveNous = BER 

REGULar  = LYGR 

reGRET  = URX 

ReGuLar = LYGR 

ReVerBeRation = HRBH 

RiCe = AZWRE (Aramaic) 

RIO (river in Spanish) = RoAY (river in Hebrew) 

salamander in Gemarah = ARDMLS 

SAP SyRUP = FRs (in Bameh Madlikin in Meseches Shabbos) 

sapphire = RYpS 

SATRAP = AYNApRD$XA 

sCaLD = ULX 

ScALD = DLWS 

SCoPe = FQ$ 

sCRaPe = FRG 
sePaRaTe = DRP 
PaRT (verb) = DRP 
SEA =  YC (Aramaic for sailboat)  
SeVeN =  EB$ 

SiDe = DC 

SigN = SN 

six =  $$ 

SlauGHTer = UX$ (from my son Yosi Rose) 

SLip = L$ 

SLiP oFF = FL$ 

ShMATU (rag in Polish & Ukrainian) = UWURMS 

SOLace, SOLemn, console = OWL$ , HWL$  

SOURCe = $RW$ (meaning “source” or “root”) 

SPIT (bar for barbequing) = DWp$ 

SPonGe = GP$ (in Pirkai Avos) 
sPReaD = DRP 
StReaM = ORZ 
stomach CaVity, CuBicle (both in Pinchas story) = HBQ(stomach or room) 

SUFFix = FWS 
sultan = IWUL$  UYL$ 

SUM = OWKS 

sode (German for turf), sod = HDs 

sous (French for under) = TWT (Aramaic for under) 

SPanK (slap) = QPS (as in 4:24:10 WYPK TA QPSYW. . .QLB FA RXYW) 

te (Russian & French) = TA 

TABLet, TABLe = ALBU 

TACtIC = SYSQU (Aramaice) 

tam (Russian for “there”) = OT or OTH (Aramaic for “there”)  

TAMBOURINE = ARWBNT (Meseches Sota 49b) 

TAP = XPT (Meseches Megila 14a “H$AR LE HXPTW HYBA”) 

TAU (dew in German) = LU 

tax = ASQU (Baba Kama 73b; Gittin 58b) 
TeaR = RTB 

TeaR, RiP = FRU (from my son Yosi Rose) 

TieR, sToRy = RWU 
TENEr, TENEo (“hold” in Spanish, French, Latin) = AeNeU (conTAINEr, holder) 
YESt (Russian for “there is”) = $eY (Hebrew for “there is”) 

TOLL (take) = LWU 

TOM  = (Meseches Shabas 115b  SWMWU   
torus (“bull” in Greek), toro (‘bull “in Spanish) = RWT  (“bull” in 

Aramaic) 

ToweR (of a castle) - RYU 

TOUR  = RWT 

TURtledove = RWT  

TURn = RWT (Purim Megila 2:12: “each girl’s RWT arrived to go the the king”) 

“twisted” means perverted = LTLTP (Hebrew for “twisted” means perverted (in parsha 

Ha’azinu) 

TUSS (sneeze as in RobiTUSSIN) =  $UE (Yerushalmi Yuma  18b) 
TETRAGON & TRIGON = IWGRUU & IWGYRU (Nazir 8b, BabaBasra 164b) 

trimeter verse = ARUYMYRU  (BabaBasra 164b) 

TZVEt (“color” in Russian) = EBC 

Und = g 

URb = RYE 

WAIL = LYLYY 

waLK = VL 

wine = IYY 
using heart=BL to mean center, as in "heart of the matter  and OYM$H BL DE 

Hebrew uses the word for count (RPS) for account (RPS) 

a- (prefix for “not”) = YA (Aramaic for “not”) = IYA (Hebrew for “not”) 

a (Russian prefix for “about”) = A (Aramaic prefix for abouty) 

suffix “-i” (“of” in Russian) = suffix Y (“of” in Hebrew) as in YBA (father 

of) 

suffix “-i” (plural in Russian) = suffix Y & OY (“plural in Aramaic & 

Hebrew)  

suffix “en” (plural in children, oxen) = suffix IY (“plural in Aramaic)  

suffix "-a" in Russian meaning "to" = suffix "H" in Hebrew meaning "to" (ex: 

TYB/HTYB = dom/doma) 

TYRB TRK as in English to “cut a deal” 

HLK “totalled” (destroyed) is from HLK “all”, as in Russian “vsyo” “totalled” is 

from “vsyo” “all”  

AN is from HANH in Hebrew, as “please” is from “pleasure” in English 

“DY LE” to mean near in Hebrew, as “on hand” to mean near in English  

Using “BL” heart (as in OYM$H BL) to mean the center of the matter 

“BQE” to mean “because” in Hebrew, as “on the heel of” to mean 

“because” in English 

 

on = LE   The same word is used for both “ontop” and “in addition to” 
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hard = H$Q  The same word is used for both “difficult” and “rigid” 

 

In both English & Hebrew, the word for LOT (as in lottery)=LRWG is also 

used for LOT(as in allotment)=LRWG 

 

In English, we use the term “sold out” to mean “betray”. Similarly, 

Torah uses the term “sold” (RKM) to mean betray into the hands of 

the enemy, in: 

ORKM ORWC YK (5:32:30) 

 

In English, we sometimes say “LIKE father LIKE son” to express 

the son is like is the father”. Similarly, Torah uses the 

“Like…like…” strategy in  

O$AK TAUXK (3:07:07) and  XRZAK RGK (3:24:16 & 22) 

and  RGK OKK (4:15:15) and IWEM$T LoDGK IoUQK (5:1:17) 

 

 

CALL = ARQ  

 Just like English uses the same word ("call") to mean 

(1) get someone's attention ("call out to") 

(2) assign a name to someone ("called their new baby Joe") 

(3) visit ("please call again") 

 So too Hebrew uses the same word ("ARQ") to mean 

(1) get someone's attention ("ORBAL HERP ARQYW") 

(2) assign a name to someone ("HLYL ARQ V$XLW") 

(3) visit ("WTARQYW ODS VLM ACYW" "HTARQL DBEH JRYW") 

 

IM$ = fat  The same word is used as a noun to indicate body fat and an 

adjective to indicate overweight. 

 

HNWYLEH LE WDY in Gemarah, as  “upper hand” in English 

 

Use the word dish HRYDQ to mean food type (Meseches Baitzah 14a) 

 

OKPAM ACY R$A DE “until it comes out you nose”, as in English 

expression "till it comes out of your ears" 

 
"RYZHL” is derived from “RZ”, as in English "estranged" is derived from "stranger" 

 

In both English & Hebrew the same term “on top of” LE is used 

to mean both “above” and “in addition to” 
 

In both English and Hebrew, the word for "toward" (“to”/“L”) is also 

used to convert a verb to an infinitive, which, by the way, is not case in 

Russian or French. 

 

In both English and Hebrew, the word “there” is added to “there is”/“O$ 

$Y” 

 

In Hebrew, the word JeQe$ (meaning disgusting) is derived from the 

root CQ$ (meaning creep),  just as in English “creepy” (meaning 

disgusting) is derived from the root “creep” 

 

The phrase HmNaH  DE (meaning “till now”) is derived from HaNiH  

(meaning “here”). Similarly, the English idioms for “now see here” is 

derived from “here”.  

 

Using the same word (YRUYQ) for a knot in a rope as a knot in a tree trunk 

 

Gemara uses the word “raise” (YMR) for both raise (elevate) an object and 

raise a question 

 

Both English and Meseches Baitza 32b use the phrase 

“has no life” (“OYYX OHL IYA”) to describe a person who has a miserable 

life. 

 

Both English and Meseches Pesachim 112a use the phrase “on his head” 

(“W$ARB WMD”) to mean “is his own fault” 

 

W$PNB WMD is like the modern phrase "his blood is on your hands" to 

mean guilty for harming, except that the Hebrew phrase refers to the 

person being guilty for causing his own harm. 

 

In English, the verb “recount” (meaning “tell a story”) is derived from the 

verb “count”, just as in Hebrew the verb RPS (meaning “telling a story”) 

is derived from the verb RPS (meaning “count”). 

 

OYLGRMK WNTA ITYW (1:42:30) Like the English phrase "he took us for a 

spy", this passage uses "took" to mean "mistook us as" or "assumed we 

were". 

 

HNTM <<IT Just like the English word "gift" is derived from "give", the 

Hebrew word for "gift" HNTM is derived from the Hebrew word for 

"give" IT 

 

Using the word "take" to mean “think of someone as”  

(as in " What kind of fool do you take me for?")  

mentioned in Torah "JRAH TA OYLGRMK WNTWA ITYW "  
 

using the phrase "as day" to mean clearly ("clear as day") as Yakov said 

"OWYK YL HEB$H"  
 

Idiom that the company would be better off if he stayed home sick for a 

year – Meseches RoshHashana 25a, 10 lines from bottom 

 

English idiom “on hand” meaning “close by” similar to 

Hebrew idiom “DY LE” (literally “on hand”) meaning “close by” 

 

Torah (5:21:12  HYNRPC TA HT$EW), as in colloguial English, refers to a 

woman MANACURING her fingernails as “DOING her nails”: 
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